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Abstract. The construction of term-rewriting systems, specifically by the Knuth-Bendix completion
procedure, is considered. We look for conditions that might ensure the existence of a finite canonical rewriting
system for a given equational theory and that might guarantee that the completion procedure will find it.
We define several notions of equivalence between rewriting systems in the ordinary and modulo case, and
examine uniqueness of systems and the need for backtracking in implementing completion.
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1. Introduction. Much is known about the theory of term-rewriting systems (see
[15] and [10] for surveys). However, there have been many unanswered questions
about the existence of rewrite systems and the applicability of the Knuth-Bendix
completion procedure (KB) [14], [19] and its extensions [16], [21], [26], [3] for finding
them. In certain cases KB generates a "canonical" term-rewriting system that decides
validity in a given equational theory. In general, the procedure takes a finite set of
equations and an ordering on terms, and either halts with success, aborts (fails), or
loops infinitely. KB completion is being used in many program-specification and
theorem-proving applications (see, for example, [8], [9], [12], [13], [15], [23], [18],
and [6]).
Two basic questions arise: when does a given decidable equational theory have
a decision procedure in the form of a canonical rewrite system, and when does the
Knuth-Bendix procedure generate such a rewrite system for a given equational theory?
As a partial answer, the following facts are discussed in this paper:
1. There are decidable equational theories which require an expanded language
in order to obtain a canonical rewrite system to decide them, and others which
do not have canonical rewrite systems in any language (Examples 1 and 2).
2. For a given reduction ordering KB cannot terminate successfully with two
different systems ([6], [24], Theorem 5).
3. Conditions are given which imply the uniqueness of a term-rewriting system
modulo a congruence ( 4). If any one of these conditions is relaxed, uniqueness is lost (Corollary 12, Examples 6-11).
4. For a given theory and ordering on terms, KB cannot both succeed and loop,
depending on the choice of equation to orient into a rule ([8], Theorem 17).
5. Given a theory with an equivalent rewrite system, R, and the ordering induced
by R, KB will not abort on the first step, but can abort on a later step (Theorem

2, Example 3).
6. KB can abort with different results (Example 12).
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7. KB can succeed or abort, depending on choice of representation for the theory

(Example 4).
8. KB can succeed or abort, depending on the choice of equation to orient, thus
backtracking is necessary (Example 14).
9. Any total monotonic well-ordering on terms allows KB to succeed (without
backtracking) on a ground (variable-free) theory ([20], Theorem 18).
10. Success of KB cannot be guaranteed by adding function symbols to the

language (Example 13).
These results have important implications for the implementation of the Knuth-Bendix
procedure in general, and in the modulo case, for associative commutative theories.
This paper expands on [11], which was originally motivated by a seminar on
term-rewriting systems given by the first author at The Aerospace Corporation in the
summer of 1981.
2. Definitions and notation. If L is an alphabet (denumerable set of function
symbols and constants, signature), T(L, X) denotes the (countably infinite) set of
(first-order) terms constructed from symbols in L and variables from a (fixed denumerable) set X. It is well known that T(L, X) with the operations defined in the natural
way constitutes a free L-algebra over X, which we denote by T(L, X) as well. Terms
are usually denoted by small letters of the English alphabet: l, r, s, t, etc. A term-rewriting
system (or simply rewrite system) R is a set of ordered pairs of terms called rules,.and
is written l--> r. (We do not insist a priori that all variables in r are also in/.)
If o.:X ---> T(L, X) is a substitution of terms for variables, then Io. denotes the
term with each occurrence of a variable x that appears in replaced by the term xo.
to which x is mapped under o.. We use the notation s c[ u] to indicate that a term s
contains a subterm u within context c; then we refer to the term s with that occurrence
of u replaced by v as c[v]. If a term s contains an instance Io. of the left-hand side
of a rule ---> r R, then s c[ lo.] rewrites to
c[ro.] and we write s R t. Clearly, 1__>
R
is closed with respect to substitution and subterm replacement, i.e., s--if> t implies
c[ to’], for any context c and substitution o.. A derivation in R is a sequence
c[so.]---->
R
indicates that there is a (perhaps empty)
The notation s
to--if> tl t2--ff>
+
derivation in R from s to t, and
indicates that there is a nonempty derivation
in R from s to t. The notation s R indicates that there is a sequence of applications
and are the reflexive-transitive,
of-- and between s and t. (In other words,
transitive, and symmetric-reflexive-transitive closures, respectively, of 2.>.)
R
A rewrite system R is (finitely) terminating if there is no infinite R-derivation.
Note that a system containing a rule l---> r with a variable in r but not in is
nonterminating. A term s is in (R-) normal form if there is no (other than perhaps
s) such that s R t. (The standard definition of normal form is slightly stronger in that
it does not allow a normal form to reduce to itself.) We write
and is
if s
in normal form; R(s) denotes the set of normal forms of s. Two terms r and s are
confluent in R if there is a such that r R and s R t, written r SR S. If R is finite and
terminating, then the relation $ is recursive. A rewrite system R is confluent if for
every r and s, r R s implies that r and s are confluent in R.
Let E be an equational theory, presented as a set of equations between terms in
T(L,X) of the form s =-- t. Thus, s t E means that the given equation actually
means that s-= is valid in E, i.e., it follows from
appears in the set E, while E s
E by equational logic (substitution of equals for equals). Two theories are equivalent

.

-R
s--

R’R2->

-

--

s--

R

_
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if they give the same set of valid equations. A theory is finitely based if it is presentable
as a finite set of equations. The alphabet L(E) (or L(R)) is the set of function symbols
actually appearing in E (or R). A system R recognizes the equational theory E if
E s
if and only if s $ R t; R recognizes E in an expanded language L(R) L(E)
if for all s,
if and only if s R t.
T(L(E), X), E s
A system R is canonical if it is terminating and confluent. It is canonical for a
theory E if it is terminating and recognizes E. Note that if R recognizes E, then it
must be confluent. If R recognizes E and is finite and terminating, then R decides E.
Let be an arbitrary congruence on T(L, X), closed with respect to substitution.
A set of rules R is a rewrite system modulo a congruence relation if the left and
right sides of the rules in R are ----congruence classes. Operationally, we let the left
and right sides be terms, but allow a term u to reduce to v (mod---) if u.-. u’[hr] and
r and l’
r R. z (If l--- l’, r--- r’, then
r’ are considered
u’[ rtr]--- v for some
to be the same rule.) Thus for the modulo case, R is a binary relation on the quotient
algebra T(L, X)/---, closed with respect to substitution and subterm replacement. If
is the identity relation, then R modulo reduces to the case of an ordinary rewrite
system. All the previous definitions, viz. termination, normal form, and confluence,
generalize to modulo systems R.
A prime use for rewrite systems modulo a congruence is in rewrite systems for
associative-commutative theories (see [26]). Notice that in the modulo case, if s---t
and t- u, then s- u; in particular, if s--- then s t.
R

R

R

3. Equational theories and .rewrite systems. There are inherent limitations to rewriting. Not all classes of algebras can be described equationally (e.g., fields). Not all
equational theories are finitely based (e.g., the equational theory of the algebra over
2 1,
T({., 0, 1,2},X) with binary function satisfying 0. x-- x. 0-=0, 1 1--0,
2
2 2 2: see [28]). Not all finitely based equational theories are decidable (e.g.,
some Thue systems; see [7]). Not every decidable equational theory is amenable to
canonical (modulo identity) rewriting (e.g., the commutativity axiom). See [5], [17]
and [25] for related theorems and examples pertaining to string rewriting. Work on
related questions appears in [2].
Example 1. Let E {fgihx =fghx: 0<-_ i,j < w} be atheory over T({f, g, h, a}, {x}).
Then there is no finite rewrite system recognizing E (since all rules must be of the
form fgmhx fgnhx, all but finitely many fgkhx would be irreducible), but there is a
finite rewrite system that recognizes E in an expanded language: R {fgx----fg’x,
g’ gx gg’x, g’hx hx} in the language {f, g, h, g’, a} (fgihx R fhx)
Example 2. Not all decidable equational theories have finite recognizing rewrite
systems in extended languages. For example, let E be the theory of one commutative
binary function symbol f Assume R is system in an extended language that recognizes
E. Let fxy and fyx reduce to some normal form N. Then a derivation of N from fyx
can be obtained from the derivation of N from fxy by reversing the roles of x and y.
Thus, N cannot contain the variables x or y. (Either x appears "before" y in N or it
does not.) Therefore N is also derivable from fur, for any variables (or terms) u, v.
But this represents a new equality not valid in E, namely fxy =fuv, a contradiction.
This raises the open question: For which decidable equational theories are there
extended canonical rewrite systems?
Of course, by encoding or ordering variables we may transform a decidable
equational theory to a Turing machine, and that Turing machine to a rewrite system.
A weaker system is obtained by just allowing a rule
to be applicable to any term l’--- hr, yielding
r’---rr; the congruence cannot be applied in the rest of u. See [26] and [16].

a term
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But that rewrite system does not serve as a canonical system for the original theory.
Next we give some examples of the relation between an equational theory and a finite
canonical rewrite system that recognizes it. First, a lemma in which E and R need not
be related.

LEMMA 1. Let R be any rewrite system and E any equational theory. If E u =-v
some
term v in R-normal form and .any other term u, u v, then there is an axiom
for
s
E such that s or is in R-normal form.
-= wn v (n _-> 1) be an equational proof of u v in
Proof Let u Wo-- Wl
E. That is, for each (l_-<i_-<n), Wi_l=C[Sio-] and wi=c[tio’], for some context c,
substitution r, and axiom si-- t (or ti =- si) in E. Since v- wn is in R-normal form, tn
must also be. Hence s,--tn (or t,--s,) is an axiom of E, one side of which (t,) is in
R-normal form.
THEOREM 2. If R is a canonical rewrite system for an equational theory E, and E
is nontrivial, then there is s
E such that s
(or
s).
(
R
E
s’--- t’ R such that t’ is
is
since
trivial.
not
there
is
Therefore,
Proof
in R-normal form; otherwise R would not be terminating. Now, E I-s’-- t’, and so by
Lemma 1, there is in R-normal form and s such that s--t 6 E. But then it follows
that

+

s--

t.

--

_-

The above theorem however does not generalize to more than one equation.
Instead, we have that even if R is a finite canonical rewrite system for E’U R’
(interpreting the rules in R’ as equations), every term appearing in E’ is in R’-normal
s.
or
E’ such that s
form, E’ is nontrivial, and R’ R, there still may be no s
Example 3. Let R’={lx--x, xl--x, xx -1-- 1, x-lx-- 1, x -1-1- x,
x(x-ly)-- y, x-l(xy)-- y, (xy)-I y-ix-l, (xy)z x(yz)}, and g R’U {1-1 1}.
Then R is a finite canonical rewrite system for groups (see [15]) and is equivalent to
R’t_J {1-1x x1-1}. (It is sufficient to show that R’t.J {1-1x x1-1} 1-1 1.) The terms
1-x and xl are in R’-normal form, but 1-x,
x1-1 and xl- R 1-1x. (Of course,
R
both terms rewrite in R to x.)
Even if E {sl-= tl,"" ", s,--t,} has a finite canonical rewrite system, and the
equations in E are independent, there need not be a finite canonical S for E such that
for every i, si ti S or t si S.
Example 4. Let E be the axiomatization {x(yz) =- (xy)z, xx
1, lx x, xl lx}
of group theory. It can be shown that E is independent, but there can be no finite
canonical rewrite system in which x l
l x or vice versa.
Even if E has a finite canonical rewrite system, E-sg--t for
1,..., n, and
{s--* tl,’’’, s,-- t,} is terminating, there need not be a canonical R for E with
t R for all i.
si
Example 5. Let E {a-= b}, in which case E fa
gb =-ga. The system R
{fa-. fb, gb ga} is terminating, but cannot be extended to include either a-- b or
b-* a without engendering nontermination.
LEMMA 3. Let S be a finite canonical rewrite system which recognizes an equational
+
+
theory E and let R be any system with R S that does not recognize E. Then there are

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-=-

-

=-.,

terms s and

- --

in R-normal form such that E

--

and s
t.
Proof If R is terminating (since S is) and does not recognize E, then there must
exist two distinct R-normal forms, u and v, such that E u-- v. Let be the common
S-normal form of u and v. Then is also in R-normal form. Since u v, we have
+
or
(or both).

u-

v-

s
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4. Uniqueness. In this section we examine various criteria for similarity of rewrite
systems with the goal of characterizing varieties of uniqueness.
First, let us give some informal examples which answer some of the obvious
questions. Must two rewrite systems that decide the same theory be identical? No;
consider R {fx --+ a}, S {fy -+ a}. Must they be the same up to variable renaming ?
No; consider R={a-+ b}, S={b-+ a}. What if RS has no cycles? No" R=
{a --+ b, b -+ c}, S {a -+ c, b -+ c}. What if the right-hand sides are irreducible? No:
R {fx --+ gx, fa -+ c, ga --+ c}, S {fx -+ gx, ga --+ c}. Assume in addition that the
left-hand sides reduce to only one term. Then we do get that R and S have the same
=2+
(compare Theorem 10). But we still have the example of
"semantics," i.e., 2+
S
R
R {fa --+ fb, a b}, S {a -+ b}. If no rule contains an instance of another, then
R S up to renaming of variables (see Theorem 5).
Let us illustrate additional problems we have to cope with in the case of modulo
systems.
Example 6. The following two different modulo systems decide the same theory
over T({f, g, a, b}, {x}) and satisfy the conditions mentioned above for ordinary
(modulo identity) rewrite systems: R {a b}, S {ga --+ gb}, and is presented by

-

-

{fgx--. x}.
Example 7. What if no left-hand side is congruent to its own subterm? Still the
systems can be different" Take fghx---fx, R {fx a}, S {fgx -+ a}.
As we will see, if no nontrivial instance of a left-hand side is a proper subterm
of a congruent term, then the systems are the same up to renaming and congruence
(see Corollary 12 and Lemma 13).
Now more formally, given rewrite systems R and S, some notions of similarity are"
(1) If R and S satisfy for all l-+ r e R there is a renaming of variables 0 such
that lO- rOe S, we say that R is syntactically contained in S. If S is also
syntactically contained in R, then they are isomorphic, or syntactically
equivalent.
we say that R is semantically
(2) If R and S satisfy for all l--+ re R, 1_+
S r,
contained in S. If S is also semantically contained in R, we say they are
semantically equivalent.
r (or equivalently: for all and r, if
(3) If R and S satisfy for all l--+ re R, lS
_e+
l- r, then
r), we say that R is derivationally contained in S. If also S is

-

S

R

derivationally contained in R, we say they are derivationally equivalent.
(4) If R and S satisfy for all terms s and t, if s SR t, then s Ss t, we say that R is
operationally contained in S. If S is also operationally contained in R, then
they are operationally equivalent.
(5) If R and S satisfy for all terms s and t, if s R t, then s <-S t, we say that R is
deductively contained in S. If S is also deductively contained in R, then they
are deductively equivalent.
These criteria can be compactly defined as:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

_

S (up to renaming) syntactic containment,
semantic containment,
S
R
derivational containment,
S
R
R$S
operational containment,
deductive containment,
S
R
R=S
isomorphism,
semantic equivalence,
s

R
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=

derivational equivalence,
operational equivalence,
deductive equivalence.

S

$.=

(- =-).
R

8

- -

These criteria all apply to rewriting modulo a congruence as well (in which case if
lO l’ and rO r’ for some variable .renaming 0, then
r and l’
r’ are considered
the same).
LEMMA 4. The above criteria satisfy: (1) =:> (2) :=> (3) :=> (4) ==> (5), and hence (6) =:>

(7) =:> (8) :::> (9) ::# (10).

Proof All clear, except perhaps (4):::> (5) for which we note that &
R
the transitive closures of $ and Ss, respectively.

and

S

are

The reverse implications (5) :::> (4)
do not hold. The obvious question is: Under
what (interesting) additional conditions do they hold?
For ordinary rewrite systems (mod identify) we say that R is reduced if all
right-hand sides are in R-normal form and all left-hand sides are in normal form with
respect to all other rules in R. Any ordinary canonical system can be reduced to a
deductively equivalent one ([24]; see also [2]).
The following is known.
TI-InORnM 5 (due to M. Ballantyne; mentioned without proof in [6]; a proof is
given in [24]). If two reduced systems R and S both recognize the same equational theory
E, and iffor some strict partia order >,--,- >, then R and S are isomorphic.
We include the proof here for motivation, even though this is a special case of
Corollary 12.
Let R and $ be two canonical rewrite systems that recognize E, and for
Proof
+
r and S recognizes E, there is a
>. Assume + r e R. Since E
which
term u such that S u and r S u. Since E r-= u, R recognizes E, and R is reduced,
r. Thus we have that r->_ u and u-> r (-> is the reflective closure of >), and so
+
r.
r u. It follows that
+
t.
implies
r, and thus s
Similarly, l--- r S implies
+
+
r S (even up to a renaming of variables). If
r e R but
Assume now that
+
+
+
this contradicts the premise that no rule in
r.
But
then
r
some
t,
for.
ttR other than l-- r can reduce I. So it must be that S r by a single application of a
rule l’--* r’e S such that # l’ (even up to a renaming of variables). But then, too,
l’- r’ would contradict R being reduced.
We can extend and split the definition of reduced for R mod--by using the
following definitions:
(i) R is rhs-reduced if the right-hand side of each rule is in R-normal form mod
u
r implies r-- u for any left-hand side of a rule
(ii) R is lhs-reduced if
l--- reR;
(iii) R is reduced if it is both rhs-reduced and lhs-reduced.
But the uniqueness theorem does not extend immediately.
Example 8. The following reduced, canonical systems R and S mod---for the
same theory over T({f, g, c, d}, ) are not isomorphic: Let be presented by fgc--- c,
fgd d, and take R { c d}, S {gc gd}.
THWORM 6. Let R be a rewrite system mod---deductively contained in a confluent
system S mod---. Then R is operationally contained in S.
by confluence
by deductive containment and s
Proof Let s Sn t. Then s
of S.

--, -_

u-

--

l-

.-

s-

&s

-

s

+s
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COROLLARY 7. For confluent systems R and S mod---, R and S are operationally
equivalent if and only if ,[,s r for all --> r R and $ R r for all --> r S.
r, then s --R-> implies s Ss and R is deductively
Proof. If --> r R implies
contained in S.
R and S, are noninverting if for all terms
We say that two rewrite systems mod
s
s and t, ss---t.
implies
S
R
LEMMA 8. Let R and S be two operationally equivalent systems mod
If R and

s

,

-

::s"

s

Proof. We show only one direction; the other follows from symmetry. Let

s-- t.

By operational equivalence there is a u such that s S u and ->
u. Again, by operational
S
u
v
Since
for
some
an
R-normal
v.
is
t.
equivalence, ->
v,
form, we have u ->
R
R
R
By the noninverting property, it must then be that u t, and therefore s S t. Suppose
+
t- w for some w. As before, we must have w---t. But then is an S-normal form,
since it only reduces to congruent terms.
Example 9. The following pair, R and S, of operationally equivalent rewrite
systems modulo the identity are not derivationally equivalent: R {a--> b, c--> b},

S=R{a--> c}.
THEOREM 9. Let R and S be two rewrite systems mod-- for which R is operationally
contained in S, R is rhs-reduced, and every R-normal form is an S.normal form. Then R
is derivationally contained in S.
then trivially any R-normal form is an S-normal form.
Note that if-Proof. Let l--> re R. Then Ss r. But since R is rhs-reduced and all R-normal
forms are S-normal forms, it follows that ->
s r.
Example 10. The following pair, R and S, of derivationally equivalent systems
be presented by
mod---over T({f, g, a, b}, ) are not semantically equivalent: Let
{fga a}, g {a --> b, fgb --> b}, S {ga --> gb, fgb --> b}.
THEOREM 10. Let R and S be two reduced rewrite systems mod--- which are derivationally equivalent. Then R and S are semantically equivalent.
r. Let l--> r R. Since -r and
Proof We shall prove that l--> r R implies
u S r, 17 u. Since S is
r. Now assume that __>1
R is derlvatlonally contained n S,
S
/" R is lhs-reduced
U
derlvatonally contained n R, there is some v such that -R-> v
u. Now using the fact that R is rhs-induced, r u and thus
so v r, and so r
Were we to veaken the denition of reduced to allow trivial rules 1--> r, where
0,1
0,1
l.--r, then we would only get R
s >, which is slightly weaker than semantic
equivalence.
Example 11. The following pair, R and S, of systems mod over T({f, g, c}, {x})
are semantically equivalent, but not isomorphic: Let be presented by fx.--fghx, and
take R {fx --> c}, S {fgx --> c}.
A rewrite system R is minimal if no left-hand side of a rule in R contains a
proper instance of a left-hand side l’ of a (not necessarily different) rule in R, that is,
c[l’tr] for any nonempty context c or substitution tr that is more than a renaming
of variables in l’.
THEOREM 11. Suppose R and S are semantically equivalent rewrite systems mod .-.
R
If and S are both minimal, then R and S are isomorphic.
u[ r’tr] r for some l’ --> r’ S. Similarly,
Proof. Let --> r R. Then u[ l’tr] 2_>
S
]-->
l"-- v[ l-/ 1_.>
R. That is,
v[ g/z r’ for some
u[ v[ ’/z ]tr] and r u[ v[
R
By minimality, u and v are empty and tr and/z are no more than renamings (on the

_-,

-

-

l-

-

R ->R
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appropriate sets of variables, /. on variables of 1, tr on variables of 1). Hence,
u[ l’cr] l’ and r u[ r’o’] r’ as desired up to renaming. [3
COROLLARY 12. Let R and S be deductively equivalent confluent rewrite systems
mod
If R and S are noninverting and R and S are each reduced and minimal, then
R and S are isomorphic.
This extends a result of Lankford and Ballantyne [22] in which they assume that
the ----congruence classes are finite. None of the conditions can be omitted.
LEMMA 13. A rewrite system R mod--- is minimal if no left-hand side is reducible
by another rule, and if c[ ltr] for any nonernpty context c or substitution tr that is more
than renaming.
Proof Straightforward from the definition of minimality. [3
LEMMA 14. A terminating rewrite system R mod is reduced if it is minimal and
no .rule applies to either the left- or right-hand side of another rule.
r R. We are given that no other rule applies to and by minimality,
Proof Let
does not create any nontrivial way for to apply to itself. Furthermore, the right-hand
side r must be a normal form, since no other rule applies, and were to apply, the
system would not be terminating. Hence R is reduced, [3
COROLLARY 15. A rewrite system R mod---is minimal if no left-hand side is
reducible by another rule and
generates only finite congruence classes.
Were
for
context c, then there would be an infinite
nonempty
l.--c[ltr]
Proof
Suppose, then, that l---ltr. If either or
congruence class l.--c[lcr] c[ c[ ltr]tr]
lr contains a variable x not in the other, then by substituting terms for x we would
obtain an infinite set of congruent terms. So were tr not a renaming it would have to
would be an
map some variable to a nonvariable, in which case l- ltr---ltrtr
infinite congruence class. [3
It is however undecidable if---congruence classes are finite, even if is presented
is presented by a finite set of
by a finite, canonical rewrite system. If, however,
ground equations, then finiteness is decidable (see [27]).
5. Completion. In this section we consider the relationship between the KnuthBendix completion procedure 19] and the existence of a finite canonical rewrite system
for an equational theory. The procedure has been extended to the modulo case by
[16], [21], [26], [3], and [4], although we shall not consider that more complicated
procedure here.
Let l- r and l’-- r’ be two (not necessarily distinct) rules in R whose variables
have been renamed, if necessary, so that they are distinct. Assume l’ overlaps l, that
c[v] for some context c and nonvariable subterm v such that vtr-- l’tr for some
is,
(most general) substitution tr for the variables of and l’. Then the overlapped term
ltr (= cr[l’tr]) can be rewritten as either rtr or ctr[r’r]. These two possibilities are
called a critical pair.
The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure (KB(E, >) or just KB) takes as input a
finite set E of equations and (a program to compute) a well-founded ordering > that
is closed with respect to substitution and subterm replacement, i.e., a well-founded
partial order on T(L(E), X) such that c[sr]> c[to-]where s > t, for any context c,
substitution r, and terms s and t.
The procedure consists of the following steps:

Repeat as long as equations are left in E. If none remain, terminate successfully.
(1) Remove an equation s--t (or t--s) from E such that s > t. If none exists,
terminate with failure (abort).
to R.
(2) Add the rule s
(3) Use R to reduce the right-hand sides of existing rules.
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(4) Add to E all critical pairs formed using the new rule.
(5) Remove from R all other rules whose left-hand side contains an instance of s.
(6) Use R to reduce both sides of equations in E. Remove any equation whose
reduced sides are identical.
We use the notation R U E
R’U E’ to indicate the effect of one iteration of
the above procedure. For an abstract version see [4]. The procedure can be optimized
in various ways that do not concern us here.
THEOREM 16 [19], [14]. If KB terminates successfully for input equations E, then
it returns as output a finite canonical system R for E.
The completion procedure may fail in one of two fashions: it may be unable to
add any rule because s and are incomparable under the given ordering > for all
in E; or it may go on generating an infinite number of new rules without
equations s
ever finding a finite canonical system. In the former case, we will say that the procedure
r that are
aborts, in the latter that it loops. Clearly, KB(E, >) only generates rules
true in the theory E, i.e., E l-- r, and for which
r.
THEOREM 17 ([8], based on 14]). Let R be a reduced finite canonical rewrite system
a
for finite equational theory E, and let KB be implemented by a "fair" scheduler, i.e.,
no critical pair that persists is ignored indefinitely. Then KB(E,--)
will generate R if it
R

-

does not abort.

Proof. Assume KB does not abort. Then in the limit (i.e., considering only those
rules which persist from some point on) a reduced canonical system S will be generated
for E (see [14] and [3]). By Theorem 5, R- S. KB terminates once R is generated,
since critical pairs must now reduce to triviality.
Even if R is a reduced finite canonical rewrite system for E, KB(E, -R+) need not
generate R since it might abort. By Theorem 2, KB(E, -) will not abort on the first step.
Example 12. Despite the existence of R (m c, n c, fc c), KB({fn c,
aborts on all paths (see also [1]
=fm m, m n),-)
R
Example 13. As pointed out in [19], varying the procedure by expanding the
h(g), where h is a new function symbol and
language (adding rules s h(g) and
g are the variables in an unorientable equation s-= t) may sometimes circumvent the
abort case of completion. However, the following example shows that such expansions
may also cause KB to become nonterminating: {fm =- m, fn =- c, rn =- n} KB {fh h,
{fh h, h=-c, m--- h, n-- h }--.ff { fk=-k, c-- k, h--- k,
fh---c, m-- h, n--- h}
m-- k, n
k} KB’’’’ KB; {fl--= l, k-- l,’" "} KB’’’" (using the subterm ordering
for >).
We now show that backtracking is sometimes necessary, that is, there are E and
> for which KB(E, >) can either abort or succeed depending on the sequence in which
the equations are chosen for orienting.
Example 14. Given the theory

- -

- - -

---s

E

{k=- m, k=- n, fm=- m, fk=- c}

and the ordering

k > m, n,

m,n, fm, fn, fc>c,

fll >
#(m, n, fc), #(k, fm, fn, fc), etc. (#designates pairwise incomparability)
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Knuth-Bendix can either succeed and find"

E -U { k--- m, m=- n, fm=- m, fm=- c }--U { k-- m, m=- n, fm m, m=- c }
KB {k--c,n--c, fc---c,m--c}
or else it can fail (abort) along the path:

E --u { n= m, k-- n, fm--- m, fn=- c }

K

--KB

{ n=- m, k-- n, fm-- m, fn-- c }

Hence, KB should backtrack to try alternative choices, even for ground systems.
Note that if in the previous example n and k were incomparable or the given order
were extended to include either m > n or n > m, then KB would succeed along every
path.
In general, we have Theorem 18.
THEOREM 18. If the set of terms T(L, X) is totally ordered by >, then KB(E, >)
does not need to backtrack.
Proof Obviously, KB cannot abort, and we have already seen (Theorem 17) that
KB cannot both succeed and loop.
As pointed out in [20], there is always such a total ordering for ground systems.
As pointed out in [15], there need not be such an ordering for nonground systems.
6. Conclusion. We have discussed the question of when a given decidable
equational theory possesses a canonical rewrite system in the original or expanded
language. We have pointed to some inherent limitations in the ability of the KnuthBendix completion procedure to discover appropriate rewrite systems, even if the
procedure is extended to backtrack upon failure or to introduce new function symbols.
These limitations can be partially circumvented by allowing more deduction in the
procedure (see [20], [3], [4]). In practice completion is frequently quite effective. We
have shown that barring failure (and under reasonable conditions) the procedure will
find the same rewrite system regardless of the choices made.
One of the remaining open questions is" Suppose there exists some finite canonical
system for an equational theory E. Must there exist an ordering > for which the
completion algorithm, given E and >, has a successful outcome. Another area worth
investigating is the extent to which systems that rewrite modulo a congruence (whose
classes are all finite) are sure to exist for decidable E.
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